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Research in Network Science originally focused on structural 
properties, like connectivity, diameter, crossing paths, resilience 
to failures, capacity.

Network Science



Network Science

This first phase was mostly driven by the desire to provide 
generative models to analyze properties of  the Internet, and 
other large-scale systems.



Network Science

These were also the years of  the “wireless revolution”
Several contributions to network science were made in the 
framework of  modeling wireless networks.



The new focus of  network science should be on agents 
interaction, modeling the process dynamics occurring over the 
network.

Think social networks!

We may now be at the cusp of  a new era, as more and more 
applications exploit the highly connected network infrastructure.

Network Science



Mathematical engineering provides the ideal framework for these 
developments: nobody understands systems better than us!  
So, be ready to venture into new domains. 

Network Science



Success stories

•  Opinion dynamics in social dynamical systems

•  Alternative models predicting polarization have emerged
•  Consensus, predicted by classical models rarely occurs in practice

•  Rigorous analysis of  these models is one milestone achievement of  
the control theory community
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Community formation

Can we provide a dynamical system model that explains the 
mechanisms underlying community formation in large cities?  



Residential segregation

Chicago	Washington	DC	

Black	 White	 Hispanic	

While different communities preserve cultural diversity, excessive 
segregation also produces negative socioeconomic outcomes and 
public policies tend to promote integration.   

Source:	Washington	Post,	May	2018	



Schelling’s model

In the 1960’s Thomas Schelling  came up with a model showing 
that racial segregation of  neighborhoods arises even in the absence 
of  racist sentiments, so long as individuals prefer to live adjacent to 
at least a small number of  neighbors of  their same type.



Schelling’s model

In short: even moderate individual tendencies (Micromotives)  can 
lead to global, undesired consequences (Macrobehavior)



Schelling’s model

Agent-based computational economics. 
Nobel citation: “having enhanced our understanding of  conflict 
and cooperation through strategic agents interactions.”	



Schelling’s model

Consider a large grid filled with two types of  agents and some 
vacant locations



Neigborhood  of  radius 

Schelling’s model

⌧ 2 [0, 1]Intolerance threshold 
Unhappy agents selected at random can move to vacant locations 
where they would be happy

4/8 � ⌧ 3/8 < ⌧



Schelling’s model

Simulations show that large monochromatic regions arise even if  
agents are fairly tolerant 
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Schelling’s model

Simulations show that large monochromatic regions arise even if  
agents are fairly tolerant 

Local decisions can have global, undesired consequences
Mixed stable states exist but are generally not reached



Related models

•  Ising model  



Related models

•  Biological evolutionary models

•  Ising model  



The “Schelling” model we consider

•                               torus with a binary agent at each node



•                               torus with a binary agent at each node
•              neighborhood of  radius                                 

The “Schelling” model we consider

and w ! 1



•                               torus with a binary agent at each node

•                              number of  nodes in neighborhood        

•              neighborhood of  radius                                 

The “Schelling” model we consider

and w ! 1



Initial configuration

 UNSTABLE CLUSTER 

•  Initial configuration                                                    



Initial configuration

•  Initial configuration                                                    

 UNSTABLE CLUSTER 

⌧•  Based on their neighborhoods and their intolerance threshold   ,      
agents are labeled as stable         or unstable 



Glauber dynamics

5/9 � ⌧ 3/9 < ⌧

⌧ = 4/9

•  The agent on the right is unstable
•  The agent on the left is stable



Glauber dynamics

5/9 � ⌧ 3/9 < ⌧

⌧ = 4/9

•  According to independent Poisson clocks, unstable agents selected 
at random can flip their state if  this makes them stable



Process termination

•  No unstable agents or no possible flips
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Process termination

•  The process will stop
•  No unstable agents or no possible flips

•  Monochromatic region of  agent     is composed of  agents of  a 
single color, it contains    , and it has the largest possible radius



Process termination

•  No unstable agents or no possible flips

•  Upon termination, how does the monochromatic region scale 
with  the size of  the  neighborhood      ? 

•  Monochromatic region of  agent     is composed of  agents of  a 
single color, it contains    , and it has the largest possible radius

•  The process will stop



Model resisted rigorous analysis for nearly 50 years

Brandt et al. (ACM-STOC 2012) 1D case 

Previous results

expected size of  the monochromatic region is
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Barmpalias et al. (IEEE-FOCS 2014) 1D case 

Previous results

expected size of  the monochromatic region is
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Model resisted rigorous analysis for nearly 50 years

Brandt et al. (ACM-STOC 2012) 1D case 

Barmpalias et al. (IEEE-FOCS 2014) 1D case 

Previous results

expected size of  the monochromatic region is

0.5	0.35	 0.65	

 static w.h.p.⌧ 2 [0,⇡ 0.35) [ (⇡ 0.65, 1]

size is                w.h.p. ⌧ 2 (⇡ 0.35, 0.5) [ (0.5,⇡ 0.65)



Previous results

0.75 10 0.25

Barmpalias et al. (J. Stat. Phys., 2016) 2D case 
 static w.h.p.⌧ 2 [0, 0.25) [ (0.75, 1]



Previous results

Immorlica et al. (SIAM-SODA 2017) 2D case

Barmpalias et al. (J. Stat. Phys., 2016) 2D case 

0.75 10 0.25 0.5

0.5-

 expected size of  the monochromatic region is

 static w.h.p.⌧ 2 [0, 0.25) [ (0.75, 1]

⌧ 2 (0.5� ✏, 0.5) [ (0.5, 0.5 + ✏)



Our results

expected size of  the monochromatic region is  

Omidvar and F. (J. Stat. Phys., 2017)

0.43  0.57 0.75 10 0.25 0.5

0.5-



Our results

expected size of  the monochromatic region is  

expected size of  the almost monochromatic region is  

Omidvar and F. (J. Stat. Phys., 2017)

0.34 0.43  0.57 0.66 0.75 10 0.25 0.5

0.5-



The fraction of  nodes of  the minority color inside the almost 
monochromatic region vanishes as

Almost monochromatic



Effect of  tolerance

    As     gets farther from 1/2, in both directions, the monochromatic 
region grows in expectation



Effect of  tolerance

    As     gets farther from 1/2, in both directions, the monochromatic 
region grows in expectation



Key ideas of  the proof

    We show that clusters of  unstable agents initially form “radical 
configurations” of  unstable agents that ignite the expansion of  
segregated regions protected by “firewalls”



A 1000 by 1000 Grid, and τ = 0.42
Happy +1 agents: Green, Unhappy +1 agents: White
Happy -1 agents: Blue, Unhappy -1 agents: Yellow
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Mathematical refinements

Our upper bound also implies that no extinction of  one color occurs 
with high probability,  but our lower bound does not imply that w.h.p. 
every node ends up in a large monochromatic region.



For all
Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Size Theorem

w.h.p. as N ! 1



Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Transient dynamics

We also study process dynamics leading to the segregated regions 
described by the size theorem



Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Transient dynamics

A node is    -affected whenever a particle of  color     located there would   
be            and a particle of  the opposite color would be

✓ ✓
Affected nodes
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Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Transient dynamics

Affected nodes tend to remain affected for a long time
Initially affected nodes are rare

Affected nodes have the potential to spread

A node is    -affected whenever a particle of  color     located there would   
be            and a particle of  the opposite color would be

✓ ✓
Affected nodes



Shape Theorem

Conditional on having all the nodes in a small neighborhood of  
the origin being affected, this small neighborhood ignites a 
cascading process leading a set of  affected nodes whose shape 
during an exponentially large interval of  time resembles a ball in a 
given metric.



Shape Theorem

Conditional on having all the nodes in a small neighborhood of  
the origin being affected, this small neighborhood ignites a 
cascading process leading a set of  affected nodes whose shape 
during an exponentially large interval of  time resembles a ball in a 
given metric.

0 < c1 < c2 < 0.5(1�H(⌧))

⌧ 2 (⇡ 0.433, 1/2) [ (1/2,⇡ 0.567)

2c2N+1

n 2 [2c1N , 2c2N ]



Lessons learned

Affected nodes  indicate places where agents can potentially be unhappy

Even if  we reduce their number, these regions will expand



Lessons learned

Infrastructure development and incentives do not remove the natural 
bias of  the model to create segregation

Affected nodes  indicate places where agents can potentially be unhappy

Even if  we reduce their number, these regions will expand



    To avoid segregation, education and policy efforts should go 
beyond merely promoting tolerance.

Lessons learned



    To avoid segregation, education and policy efforts should go 
beyond merely promoting tolerance.

Lessons learned

    Educate people to withstand living in excessively uniform 
communities.



    To avoid segregation, education and policy efforts should go 
beyond merely promoting tolerance.

Lessons learned

    This will stop the natural expansion of  segregated regions that 
otherwise occurs even with tolerant agents.

    Educate people to withstand living in excessively uniform 
communities.



Some conjectures
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Some conjectures

[⌧1, ⌧2] [0, ⌧1) [ (⌧2, 1]

⌧2 = 1 =) previous model

1� ⌧1 ⌧ ⌧2 < 1 1� ⌧1 < ⌧2 ⌧ 1 1� ⌧1 = ⌧2
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Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Proof  ideas

a0,u = inf{time it takes until u becomes a↵ected}

    Using ideas from first passage percolation we define the first 
passage time



63	

Tessera’s	Approach	(2017)	

Proof  ideas



Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Shape Theorem

A node is     -affected whenever a    -particle located there would be 
unstable and a    -particle would be stable

✓
✓̄

✓

A(0, n) = {v 2 N⇢(0) : v is ✓-a↵ected at time n}

⌧ 2 (⇡ 0.433, 1/2) [ (1/2,⇡ 0.567)

n(w) 2 [2c1N , 2c2N ]

conditional on all nodes in Nw/2(0) being ✓-a↵ected at time zero

⇢(w) = 2c2N+1

0 < c1 < c2 < 0.5(1�H(⌧))



Omidvar and  F. (ACM-STOC 2018)

Shape Theorem

Bl⇤(0, n�N cn1/2 log3/2 n) \ Z2 ⇢ A(0, n) ⇢ Bl⇤(0, n+N cn1/2 log3/2 n)

l⇤(n) c > 0
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